
Tricky Dice 

A game design by Andy Miner using Square Shooters Poker Dice 

Players: 4            Playing Time: about an hour 

  

Required Components: 

Standard deck of 52 playing cards (no jokers) 

One complete set of nine Square Shooters poker dice 

Bag/pouch to hold dice 

Pen and paper for scoring 

  

Order of Play 

1. Before the Bid 

One player is chosen to be dealer. The dealer deals eight cards to every player. He then places all dice in the bag 

and passes it to his left. Each player in turn draws two dice from the bag and rolls them, placing them face up in 

front of him. After rolling his two dice, the dealer draws the last remaining dice from the bag and rolls it. The 

face-up side of this die will show the trump suit and highest card value for this hand. 

Note: If a player rolls a joker on his dice, he may turn the die to any other side that he wishes, after looking at 

his cards. However, it cannot be changed after that. 

Note: If the dealer rolls a joker space on the trump die, he may look at his cards and turn the die to one of the 

other five sides (his choosing) to determine the trump suit and high card for the hand. 

2.  The Bid 

Starting to the dealer’s left, each player may bid (or pass) on how many tricks they think they can take this hand 

with the help of a partner. The player on the dealer’s left must start with the minimum bid of four tricks, but 

may start higher. Successive players may increase the bid by one or more tricks or pass. Bidding continues until 

everyone passes except the last bidder.  The winning bid is recorded on paper. 

The bid-winner picks a partner for that round, using knowledge of the trump suit/high card, the dice values 

players are showing in front of them, the bidding trends, and the current score to help make that decision. The 

bid-winner and his partner become the Bidding Team and the others are the Setting Team for that hand. 

Going Solo: When it is his turn to bid, a player may elect to “go solo” on that hand and play without a partner. 

This is a high-risk, high-reward bid that the player will be able to take at least six tricks by himself.  If this 

occurs, bidding ends immediately and the hand is played with no teams. 



Beginning with the bid-winner and proceeding clockwise, each player may make up to five “switches.”  They 

may discard and draw new cards and/or reroll one or both of their dice, as long as the total switches does not 

exceed five.  Unwanted cards are discarded face down.  If a player rolls a joker on the reroll, they may choose 

the face-up side as before.  Every player will still have eight cards and two dice to play the hand. 

3.  Card and Dice Play 

The bid winner leads off by playing whatever card or die he wants. Standard trick-taking rules apply. 

Successive players must follow suit if they can. The trump suit can be led at any time or played if a player does 

not have any cards of the lead suit. Players may play cards from their hand or one of the two dice in front of 

them. The player who plays the highest card/die of the lead suit or highest of the trump suit wins the trick and 

plays the first card/die of the next trick. Play continues until all cards and dice have been played. 

Note: Remember the value on the trump die is the high value for the hand. So if the trump die shows an 8 of 

hearts, hearts is trump for the round and 8 is the highest value, beating even an ace. 

Note:  It can happen that the card and a die face of the same value and suit are played in the same trick. If this 

occurs, the card always wins. 

4.  Scoring 

If the bidding team makes their bid, they receive five points plus one point per trick that they take. Plus, they 

receive 1 bonus point for every trick won with a die.  The setting team receives one point for every trick they 

take plus one bonus point for every trick won with a die. 

If the bidding team does not make their bid, they simply lose five points.  The setting team scores in the same 

way – one point per trick plus one bonus point for each trick won with a die. A player who played solo in the 

hand scores how a betting team would, according to whether or not she made her bid, except that he scores ten 

points for a made bid and loses ten points for a set bid. 

Note: Scores are kept individually as teams change every hand. 

5.  End of Game 

Play continues with additional hands until one or more players reach 52 points, or some other agreed-upon 

number. The player with the most points after the final hand is the winner.  In the case of a tie, play sudden-

death hands until one player emerges victorious. 

 


